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What is Join the Dots?
Join the Dots is a framework, created by Upswing, that
exists to provide a peer review method for artists and
companies to evaluate their artistic practice
It was developed with the underlying principles that:
• Self-evaluation is at the core of improvement
• Rigorous and constructive feedback by peers is mutually beneficial
• As artists, makers, producers and programmers, we are all striving for
continuous quality improvements.
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•

The Join the Dots framework enables artists and creative organisations from circus, dance and physical
theatre sectors to ask a panel of peers to review certain aspects of a recent piece of work they have
created.

•

Panels consist of a small cohort of collaborators, partners and critical friends from the arts and cultural
sector, all of whom are committed to supporting artists and practitioners to push the boundaries of their
practice. All Panelists will have seen the piece of work being explored.

•

The panel are asked to consider three questions, or provocations, relating to the work. These questions
or provocations are chosen the artist/ company who has created the work.

•

Each session is run by an experienced Facilitator from the arts and culture sector who has not previously
seen the work. This ensures that the Facilitator remains curious and impartial.

•

Join the Dots also provides the artist, company, panelists and facilitator with an intimate networking
space - a chance to connect with peers and share upcoming projects and opportunities.

•

Each session lasts a total of four hours with breaks, and includes an informal lunch to continue
conversation and/or reflect on the process.

•

The whole process, from initial enquiry to logistics and delivery, is managed for you by Upswing’s
experienced team.
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•

Join the Dots provides a rich discussion and analysis space
with peers that helps you to assess whether your intentions
and aims for your work are translating to an audience.

•

It provides a safe and supportive space for artists to hear
honest and open feedback that can support further artistic
development.

•

With feedback provided en-mass, the process provides an
insight into trends in interpretation rather than individual
tastes and perspectives.

•

It sets the trajectory for a process of self-evaluation which
can lead to positive changes in the way future work is
developed.

•

Join the Dots can support a wider review of your mission and
goals. It helps you to rediscover what you want to achieve, to
find out where you are at realising those aspirations and
indicating where you may make changes to your practice.

“Join the Dots is a way of
getting away from that
critical voice in your head
and really hearing what
other people, people you
respect, think about a
piece of work.”
Lyn Gardner
Article in The Stage, March
2019
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Mimbre’s ‘The Exploded Circus’
February 2019
The creative team for The Exploded Circus - director Lina Johansson, designer Loren
Elstein and composer Quinta - first had the idea for the show in 2014. Mimbre were
awarded Strategic Touring funding from Arts Council England in 2017, which along
with support from the Foyle Foundation, the PRS foundation and presenting partners,
made the production possible.

Creating an indoor show which toured to theatres with its own freestanding rig and
lighting design was a big step for the company, as well as touring with a larger team of
performers and technicians. Lina Johansson saw The Exploded Circus as an
opportunity to develop her skill as a director, incorporating her fluency with physical
movement and narrative with a stronger drive towards creating theatre influenced by
current affairs.
Although Mimbre may not tour The Exploded Circus again, they were keen to explore
what peers felt worked and what didn't in order to inform their future work.
Provocations included:
- Narrative structure & coherence
- Clarity of the under themes & messages
- Balance between skills and aesthetics
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The Artist opinion:
Lina Johansson (Artistic Director) & Lissy Lovett (Executive Director), Mimbre
"Mimbre were very happy to have the opportunity of taking part in a Join the Dots session with Upswing in
early 2019 and found this mode of structured feedback incredibly useful for our growth as artists and
creators.
As the tour of The Exploded Circus had finished in November 2018, enough time had passed for us to be able
to consider the production clearly away from the stresses of creating and touring it. It was a really useful
experience to hear what our peers had to say about the show - where they agreed with what we thought
already and crucially where they didn't.
We're definitely going to use what we learned when we're next in the rehearsal room. The feedback informed
our thoughts on how to go forward with The Exploded Circus as well as our reflections that will influence our
future productions.”
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The Facilitator opinion:
Lyn Gardner
“I found the process enlightening and can see application for it across all sectors of performance
and theatre, not just circus (…) It was enormously useful not just for the feedback about one
particular show, but also because of the fact that it gathered a group of sector professionals in
one place together and gave them the opportunity to consider one piece of work in depth.”

The Panelist opinion:
Kevah Rahnama
“I felt that Join the Dots was a necessary and well put together process and one that will benefit
the future life of the project - and the future work of the company - greatly. I also got a lot out of
it as a contributor (Panelist) - I found it helped me reflect on my own work and my position within
the industry.”
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To meet with the Upswing team and discuss how you can book Join the Dots to
support your artistic evaluation, please contact:
Claire Horton, General Manager
020 7613 4843
claire@upswing.org.uk
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